Product Overview

High-End Webcasts with Professional Customer Support

Webcast Streaming Made Easy
Reach and inform a large audience

A webcast is an online event, that allows you to stream
video and audio presentations digitally. Participation via
computer or mobile devices makes communication via
webcast especially comfortable and ﬂexible. Multiple live
interaction features enable in-depth exchanges with relevant
target groups on speciﬁc topics, products, and services.
Additionally, MEETYOO Show offers the option of
implementing individual branding within the registration
page and the webcast interface. It is also possible to make
an on-demand version of the webcast available to
interested parties who would like to stream the webcast at a
later point.

Our services are market-proven and renowned
for their stability. All of our events and streams
are EU-GDPR compliant.
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Tailor-made webcasts
AUDIO WEBCAST
The simple option which focuses on
the streaming of live or
pre-recorded speaker audio.

WEBCAM WEBCAST

VIDEO WEBCAST

The most common webcast
solution which includes live or
pre-recorded interviews, lectures,
or presentations.

A professional production with
studio-quality audio and video
streams (including on-site support
by our crew).

All of our webcasts include the same interactive features:
Multiple speaker support, live polls, Q&A sessions, presentation integration (including video clips), screen sharing, moderation, and on-demand
availability. Video mixing for on-site and remote productions is also available.
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Webcast Solutions that Cover
All of Your Needs
Features and advantages: Companies and organizations
can reach out and inform speciﬁc target groups all over the
globe with the help of webcasts. MEETYOO Show offers an
interactive viewing experience with live or pre-recorded
audio or video streams featuring presentation slides and
other media.
+

Branding: The webcast screen can be adjusted to
contain your logo and corporate color scheme.

+

Mobile support: Join directly via your browser (recent
version), no download required.

+

Accommodating interface: Thanks to various display
options, your viewers can experience the webcast the
way they want to.

+

Interactive features: Q&As, questionnaires, live polls,
screen share, and more.

+

Maximum reach: Webcasts reach a larger audience
due to their online format and can be made available
on-demand anytime and anywhere.
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Uncomplicated and
Intuitive Interface
CONTROL BAR
Use the control bar to start and
stop the webcast. The labels on
the bar are self-explanatory and
intuitive.

ADJUSTABLE WINDOWS
Viewers can use the slider to
adjust window sizes, showing
the footage of the speaker and
showing the presentation.

OPTIONAL PRESENTATIONS
In addition to webcam and
audio webcasts, it is possible to
add a presentation with any
number of slides and clips.

LIVE VIDEO STREAMS
Attend talks in real time –
participants can follow live
broadcasts if the speaker has a
webcam or A/V studio setup.
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Custom-Tailored for Various
Fields of Application
The MEETYOO Show webcasts are great for professional
communication, large-scale presentations, and much more.
+

Corporate communication: Staff training, investor
relations, AGMs

+

Keynotes and panels: Information, academia,
interactive discussions with Q&As and polls

+

Marketing and sales: Product launches, sales
presentations, customer events

+

Human resources and training: Customer training,
employee development, recruitment

Market-Leading Webcast
Technology
Our webcast platform is innovative, intuitive, and implements
various features that improve the user experience before the
webcast even starts.
One-click login and SSO:
No plug-ins or additional app downloads are needed –
participants access the webcast directly from their browser
and also have the option to use the single sign-on feature.
Security and data privacy:
Guaranteed premium standards of data encryption and
privacy – we have been TÜV-certiﬁed for 10 consecutive
years and our software is fully GDPR compliant.

Technical background: Webcasts are based on streaming
processes. The audio and video ﬁles are not transferred as
a whole, but rather as a continuous stream of smaller data
packages. This process has the beneﬁt that participants
are able to replay temporary media ﬁles, even if they only
have access to limited bandwidth.
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Our Webcast Quality Promise
Secure and interactive software
Top-of-the-line webcasts and service
+ Individual support by a personal operator
throughout all stages of the event
+ Multilingual and professional project
management
Planning and execution
+ Dedicated monitoring and optional moderation
of live events by an experienced operator
+ Branded platform design, multimedia
integration, participant interaction, and Q&A
follow-ups
+ Optional A/V production in a studio and video
mixing
Post-processing
+ Individual, detailed real-time reporting with user
and interactivity statistics
+ Professional post-broadcast editing for later
on-demand viewings
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MEETYOO Show in action.

Nice to “MEETYOO”
About us

Founded in 1999, MEETYOO provides a premium all-in-one
platform for immersive virtual and hybrid event experiences.
As an experienced managed service provider we have
organized numerous digital events such as trade shows, town
halls, conferences and career fairs for clients like SAP, L'Oréal,
Commerzbank, the Fraunhofer Institute, Continental, and
many small and midsize companies. With ofﬁces in Berlin,
Mannheim, New York, and Singapore, we count to the world's
leading virtual event providers and award-winning IT
companies and have made our software available to
customers in over 80 countries.
MEETYOO’s digital events and conferences are highly
customizable and provide a point-and-click interface with
managed service for digital expositions and virtual trade fairs
targeted at large-scale audiences. Each month, we coordinate
more than 10-million conferencing minutes for over 3,000
clients from all industrial sectors. We have been TÜV-certiﬁed
as a software provider for 10 years in a row – the ISO/IEC
27001:2013 certiﬁcate recognizes MEETYOO’s premium
standards in the ﬁeld of information security.

Talk to a consultant:
+49 30 868 710 - 661
sales@meetyoo.com

meetyoo conferencing GmbH | Friedrichstraße 200 | 10117 Berlin | Germany
www.meetyoo.com

